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Arianne Azalea

Arianne Azalea is an NPC controlled by GM kim who appears in knights of asteria. She was first
introduced in Whispering Sakura.

Arianne Azalea

Species & Gender Nepleslian
Age 4日 2月 ye 19 年

Organization: Azalea Free Company
Occupation: Heavy Infantry Team Medic

Rank: Footman
Current Placement: Lorani Province

Character Description

Height: 5' 5“ (165 cm)
Weight: 114 lbs (51.7 kg)
Hair: Dark red, short
Eyes: Blue
Measurements: 34DD-24-34
Voice: Saori Hayami

Personality: Sweet and loving. She doesn't talk much about the things that happened to her in the less
than loving care of the Black Army but she is extremely quiet. It took her some time to not be jumpy
around the men in camp but she's been adjusting to her role as a direct support medic.

History & Relationships

Originally born on Damasica (Neo Kohana) in ye 19 to a family of farmers. Her family was later evacuated
from the planet in ye_23 before the planet was destroyed by the Elysian Celestial Navy during the
fourth_elysian_war. Her family relocated to the Anisa System later in ye_23 where she remained until she
decided to strike out on her own in ye 36 to Asura III, tired of the farm life. She bounced around Asura
looking for work and ended up apprenticing for a midwife and helped tend to various farm animals in
Lorani province until the Black Army started raiding the local populace and kidnapping people in ye 39.
She was freed from captivity by the Azalea Free Company and she offered her talents as a medic to
Azalea. She was trained how to use the Impulse power armor and was utilized as a Heavy Infantry Team
Medic.
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OOC Notes

This NPC was created by kim on 2017/12/18 21:19.
Character art by kim using a Moe base bought from Nukababe.
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